An ancient site with an earthwork bank, formerly known as a barrow, in the churchyard.

Visited in 2005 and 2013, the most significant yews are as follows:

**Tree 5:** A hollow male with a girth of 20' 4" at the base in 2013. Portions of the bole have been lost and the tree has been larger girthed.

**Tree 6:** A solid looking male girthing 22' 2" at the ground in 2005 and 22' 6" in 2013.

**Tree 7:** A bole that develops into a single tall thick central branch. The whole structure leans slightly towards the church. Girth 14' 3" at 4' in 2005 and 14' 4½" at 4' in 2013.

**Tree 8:** A hollow female with internal growth and a large piece of the old trunk revealing a once larger tree. Girth between the ground and 1', including a piece of stump, was 19' 5" in 2005 and 19' 7" in 2013.

**Tree 9:** A hollow female which has been larger girthed. Has a complete circle of growth above a height of about 6'. Girth of 13' 5" in 2013.
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